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Attention: Here's An Easy Way To Gain An Unfair Advantage Over Your Competitors And Find All Their

Best Ranking Web Pages... "Spider ANY Website And Find Out The Rank Of Each Page On That Site...

In MERE Seconds!" Now you can quickly and easily get the number of pages on the server, the number

of pages indexed by Google, Link Popularity, and Alexa Rank, PLUS a Summary Report with page rank

statistics! Date: From: Your Name Dear Friend, It's crazy... You've got all this "background" work to do

and SO little time to do it. You KNOW what I'm talking about. Getting the rank and rank statistics of your

own web pages is key to operating at peak search engine and marketing efficiency. And it certainly

doesn't hurt to know the rank of your competitors' sites as well. The trouble is... gathering this type of

crucial information can eat up hours and hours of your valuable time. And I'm certain we can both agree

that time is one of (if not THE) most important assets we webmasters have. So how do you keep up with

page ranks -- yours AND the competition -- without having to invest even more hours of your precious

time? NO problem! The Great And All-Powerful Rank Wizard Comes To The Rescue! At a desk, not too

long ago... I've been sitting at my computer for several hours, gathering the rank and rank statistics of

hundreds of pages on dozens of websites. It's 2:30 in the morning and I'm not even close to being

finished. I'm tired... I'm frustrated... and I'm thinking there's GOT to be a better way. I mean, I can't be the
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ONLY person who needs a program to do this kind of work for me. So... Like every other occasion when

I'm hoping for a time-saving, work-reducing solution, I start searching the 'net. And as usual, I come up

empty-handed. Oh sure, there are various programs and services out there, but nothing that does the

exact job I want and NEED it to. So yet again, there's only one thing left for me to do... I'll have to create

my OWN software program! And you know what? That's precisely what I did! And the name of this little

fellow? SEO Spider. But don't think he's just some insignificant "bug". This guy is WAY powerful. Just

Turn SEO Spider Loose And Let HIM Do All The "Grunt" Work! Here's the deal... The whole point of

creating SEO Spider was to reduce the time and work involved in yet another important webmaster task.

That's why I'm not about to waste your time now rambling on and on about how great this software

program is. Instead, I'll cut right to the features and let you decide for yourself... spider ANY website and

build a list of URL's -- along with the titles -- for each page on that server quickly and easily query Google

to find out how many pages are indexed and what the rank is for each of those listed pages powerful

phrase matching search option gives you the most targeted rank results for every page indexed by

Google check individual pages or use the convenient "Check All" features to analyze the entire list if you

don't wish to use the default page title during the query, it allows you to make changes just by clicking on

the title discover how well your website performs over time and know at-a-glance if you're improving your

results easily analyze any and all competitors' websites and discover all of their TOP performing pages

"smart" technology ensures that disallowed pages such as robots.txt files won't get indexed/listed features

100 customizable search engine and website courtesy levels for maximum safety searches whois records

uncovering contact and domain registration information for any webmaster compare any two websites to

find out which has more indexed pages, better link popularity and a lower Alexa rank reports the number

of pages on the server, the number of pages indexed by Google, link popularity, and Alexa rank delivers a

concise Summary Report with page rank statistics -- you can view the report, save, or even email it gives

you the option of saving all the results, saving only the selected results, printing, and/or exporting to CSV

know whether or not Google is updating their index with our handy Google Dance Tool How Much Is

Saving Hours Of Time, Energy, And Brain Cells Really Worth To You? I don't know how YOU feel, but it's

near impossible for me to put a price tag on something like that. But then, I'm trying to get you to

purchase SEO Spider so I HAVE to come up with some kind of dollar figure, right?
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